
Bar Barons Collection



BAR BARONS for all of your bar hire needs….
From The one tap lone ranger to 100 tap bars for large capacity rockin’ festivals and everything 
in between. It’s too easy, we do it all for you - transporting , setting up and the pack down of 
all hired bars.  We can also organise signage to personalise your bar to your event! 

We can cater for all your bar hire needs and if it isn’t listed in this catalogue we are probably 
building it!

We can also design and create your very own bespoke custom made bar - Yours to keep.

* All tapped bars include; Commercial Chiller, couplers, 1 x Bottle co2 and all associated fittings.



The Collection



The Watermark 
She’s fancy

An elegant and sturdy bar with  a 
concrete top finish.

A versatile 3 - 6 Tap Bar with high 
capacity chiller. And all required 

fittings.

1800x800x995



The Outback Bar

The Outback is a real Aussie Bar, can 
be fitted with 3 - 6 x taps with large 

capacity chellier. 

1800Wx805Dx970H

 



The duke
A solid dude

This is a large bar for maximum 
effect. Comes with large capacity 

chiller and 4-6 x taps.

2200x800x1100



ThE ST KIlda Bar
A Legend

This bar is solid with tonnes of character!

TE50 medium capacity chiller, 4-6 x taps and  
speed rail

1800x700x1100



The Betsy
Hardy and Versatile

A versatile number coming with 3-6 x taps, 
commercial chiller, large ice well and 6 x 

bottle speed rail.

1600x800x1100



The punk
All attitude

A large capacity bar 
4 - 6 taps and large capacity chiller..

2265wx800D1100H



The voltron
A beast

This bar is large all the way. Can 
be set up as a dispense bar or 12 x 

tap bar.

4800x800x1100



Mr White (x2)

These two beauty’s debuted at the 
Australian open pouring espresso 

Martinis.. Clean, crisp and versatile. 

2000x900x1ooo



The FLAt Stanley

An easy dispense set up with ice well, 
with or without taps great for 
product tastings and so on..

1300x700x1100

 



The lone 
ranger

This unit is fun, light and compact 
fitting into small spaces and can be 

transported in a car. Comes with 
Jockey box setup (No power required), 1 x 

tap and drip tray.

600x600x1050



The Jockey box
Ye Ole faithful, perfect for a backyard 

hang out or staff drinks, pours all day!

2 way chiller plate, no power required, 
bench top mount.

550x390x350

 



         Brave 90 
The bravest around 

Large capacity.
 

Tank capacity 9.6 litres. Ice bank 39 kilos.
Dispenses 150 litres per hour at ambient temperature.



Custom Builds

We can discuss with you, design and provide custom build bars for commercial or for private use 
at home. 

We don’t only build bars but we can also work with you to create a complete activation/stand 
design for your product for any event.

Please see some examples of our custom built bars and activations to follow.

Your imagination is our limit. 

  







ESTRELLA



BALTER 

1



The Little TRAILER that could….
Great for product launches or tastings.
optionally comes with 2 x taps or as a dispense bar, 
fully portable and a real eye catcher!

From $800 ex GST (plus delivery)



Mission Tank // Kelly Capris



Mission Tank // Kelly Capris



Contact details

Please phone Pamela on 0409 843 229 or email any enquiries to Info@barbarons.com.au

Or phone Matt on 0403 069 965 or Craig on 0416 243 442

mailto:INfo@barbarons.com.au

